Summary: KofamKOALA is a web server to assign KEGG Orthologs (KOs) to protein sequences by homology search against a database of profile hidden Markov models (KOfam) with pre-computed adaptive score thresholds. KofamKOALA is faster than existing KO assignment tools with its accuracy being comparable to the best performing tools. Function annotation by KofamKOALA helps linking genes to KEGG resources such as the KEGG pathway maps and facilitates molecular network reconstruction.
Introduction
Automatic gene function annotation is an important first step to interpret genomic data.
KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) is a widely used reference knowledge base, which helps investigate genomic functions by linking genes to biological knowledge such as metabolic pathways and molecular networks (1) . In KEGG, the KEGG Orthology (KO) database − a manually curated large collection of protein families − serves as a baseline reference to link genes with other KEGG resources such as metabolic maps. Currently, KO identifiers (i.e., K numbers) are assigned to 12,934,525 (48%) protein sequences in the KEGG GENES database (27,173,868 proteins).
Three existing tools, BlastKOALA, GhostKOALA (2) and KAAS (3), are currently available to assign KOs to protein sequences. These tools use homology search software such as BLAST (4) and GHOSTX (5) to search amino acid sequences against GENES.
To reduce large computational times required for multiple pairwise sequence comparisons, these tools use a subset of representative sequences in GENES to build their target database. In this study, we propose to employ profile hidden Markov model (HMM) to compress the database and to define adaptive thresholds for similarity scores to reliably assign K numbers to protein sequences.
Implementation
For each group of orthologous protein sequences in GENES annotated with a given KO (K number), we generate a profile HMM in the following way. First, sequence redundancy in the sequence set is reduced by CD-HIT (6) with 100% sequence identity clustering cutoff. Next, MAFFT (7) and HMMER/hmmbuild (8) are used to align sequences and to generate a profile HMM.
An adaptive score threshold is computed for each HMM in the following way.
Sequence similarity score (bit score) between a protein sequence and an HMM is computed using HMMER/hmmsearch. The non-redundant sequences belonging to the corresponding KO family are divided into three groups. One of the groups is used as the positive dataset, while the sequences in the remaining two groups are used to generate a profile HMM. Sequences belonging to other KO families serve as the negative dataset for the KO in consideration. Based on the set of bit scores between the profile HMM and the sequences in the positive/negative datasets, we determine a threshold score, T, to maximize the F-measure [where = 2 (
This procedure is repeated three times by replacing the positive dataset among the three groups and the average of T ( � ) is defined as the adaptive threshold score for the assignment of the Knumber to a sequence. KAAS showed a lower F-measure (0.809) (Fig. 1) . To perform another test using only 20 prokaryotic genomes as test queries, we reduced the target databases either by excluding profile HMMs composed exclusively of eukaryotic sequences (for KofamScan) or by using the target database for prokaryotes (for BlastKOALA, GhostKOALA and KAAS).
Again, the prediction accuracy of KofamScan (F=0.875) was comparable to BlastKOALA (0.846), GhostKOALA (0.886), and KAAS showed a lower accuracy (0.786) (Fig. 1 ).
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Regarding computational speed, KofamScan was 69 times faster than BlastKOALA, whereas GhostKOALA and KAAS were respectively 65 and 33 times faster than
BlastKOALA for the test with 40 genomes (Supplementary Table S2 ). For the test with 20 prokaryote genomes, KofamScan was 83 times faster than BlastKOALA, whereas
GhostKOALA and KAAS were 47 and 42 times faster than BlastKOALA, respectively.
Therefore, the effect of the reduction of the target database size is more pronounced for KofamScan compared to the three other tools while conserving amongst the highest levels of prediction accuracy. 
Summary
We developed a database of profile HMMs based on the KO and GENES databases. The adaptive score thresholds are precalculated for individual KO families, and can be used to assign KO to sequences using KofamScan and KofamKOALA. Sequence matches with a score exceeding the score threshold are considered more reliable than other matches and highlighted with '*' marks in the output of these tools. 
